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These five articles, four of them based on presentations at the 2005 meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) in
Washington, DC, and the fifth planned for presentation there by a panelist
who could not attend, together at least sketch out a great deal of what we have
learned over the past decade about the dynamics of public communication for
newly emerging science and technology as it applies to nanotechnology and
nanoscience. Although each of these articles makes a unique contribution to
an emerging area of study, the sum here is clearly greater than the individual
parts. None of these articles is as meaningful alone in representing this under-
standing as are the five of them taken as a group. The articles in this collection
represent the initial results of new research initiatives inspired by the appear-
ance of nanotechnology on the contemporary social stage, rather than fully
settled conclusions on well-understood topics. So they are all, in a way,
unfinished projects. Nevertheless, readers who want to deepen their under-
standing of the present state of our knowledge of the communication pro-
cesses that link science and society are advised to read all of them, all the way
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through. Nanotechnology might be thought of as the example rather than the
topic; the topic, then, is how contemporary societies can come to grips with
science and technology evolving at an unprecedented pace (and, many argue,
characterized by unprecedented transformative power).

One of the ways we do this is through the news media. Stephens’s article
reviews major U.S. and non-U.S. newspaper coverage of nanotechnology to
date, coverage that—like the early coverage of biotechnology—is largely
positive, even “booster,” in nature. The emphasis in this coverage on the
social implications of nanotech suggests some progress has been made in
identifying these issues in the news media at an earlier stage in the deploy-
ment of the technology, a dynamic that we now believe is important to giving
interested ordinary citizens the opportunity to form a thoughtful opinion
(though it will not always guarantee that this will be the opinion the scientific
community might like). But for better or for worse, the U.S. press is perhaps
not quite as active in pursuing technology-related controversy as the press in
the rest of the world. Stephens’s article suggests it is too soon to say very
much about how the issue will play out. However, it does appear as though
the journalistic community is doing a little better job directing public atten-
tion to the social dimensions of emerging science and technology than it had
in the past.

If Stephens is correct that the non-U.S. press may pursue these social
issues more aggressively, Anderson et al.’s discussion suggests the British
press is an interesting case in point. Their analysis indicates Prince Charles’s
alleged hysteria over “grey goo” scenarios (an allegation that does not seem
to be entirely supported by the evidence) provided a news peg on which to
hang basic information about nanotechnology in at least some cases. While
the sensationalist bent of this coverage may disturb some of nanotech’s pro-
moters, it may be that we simply cannot have it both ways: either nanoscience
and nanotechnology will be nonstarters as news stories, confined to the
financial section and an occasional “gee whiz” science piece, or someone
will have to find a way to appeal to readers attracted more to controversy and
celebrity than anything else. In short, perhaps news needs to be entertaining,
like it or not, to reach a broad audience. We can only hope such coverage can
create what are sometimes called “teachable moments,” opportunities for
learning generated by the interest in a good story, even one that is more than a
tiny (!) bit scary.

Of course, in characteristically patronizing fashion, scientific and govern-
mental leaders in the U.K. have expressed considerable distress that ordinary
citizens should be exposed to such confusing images as those suggested by
descriptions of “grey goo” taking over the world, brought to them by such a
visible public authority as Britain’s well-known Prince Charles. Their con-
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sternation is easy to imagine. But another lesson we have learned is that peo-
ple are not always so gullible or “irrational” as our generally well-meaning
leaders seem to assume. Cobb’s analysis shows that media-framing effects
for the issue of nanotechnology are weak at most. This is directly parallel to
what was observed in the early years of the biotechnology debate, when
framing heavily influenced by industrial perspectives, uniformly positive,
failed to deflect public concern and criticism.

While it is true that even relatively small framing effects might leave peo-
ple open to manipulation by elite voices, experimental observation (however
valuable to understanding media effects) is a limited substitute for the real-
world marketplace of ideas in which individuals have access to a range of
voices and opinions rather than a limited diet of messages of an experi-
menter’s choosing. Personally, given a relatively free and vigorous press, I
am confident that most people will sort this out over the long term—a popu-
list bias of mine that has been borne out by the gradual drift to the positive
among Europeans and to the negative among those in the United States on the
issue of genetically modified foods. If the truth of this issue is somewhere in
between, then both populations seem to be arriving at it in their own way and
at their own pace, despite quite different press traditions. We can expect
nanotechnology may follow a related course.

The political science and media studies communities are likely correct
that for some especially value-laden issues, framing effects are present and
powerful. However, it appears that technological controversy is not fully
explained in terms of the dynamics of framing. At the same time, framing
effects are not necessarily limited to measurable influences on positive or
negative evaluations; framing by media and other institutional actors can
still influence the course of public thinking in more subtle ways. For exam-
ple, frames might serve to make some elements of a technology more
salient without immediately changing attitudes or opinions. Frames might
also help to create what media researchers refer to as “cultivation effects”—
longer-term shaping of perceptions about the world that will, in turn, influ-
ence response to future events. Anecdotally, although this kind of long-term
process is not well represented by short-term experiments, people do respond
to new technologies, in part, by drawing on their collective experience with
older ones, a point I will return to later in this discussion.

These three articles set the stage for Lee et al.’s article, which presents evi-
dence that emotional responses and knowledge interact when people are
forming judgments about the desirability of a new technology (or, more
accurately, a group of technologies) such as nanotechnology. Building on
the literature in public understanding of science that generally considers the
effects of knowledge or those of emotion, these authors argue they should be
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considered together. This is an intriguing argument that should help us recon-
sider our answers to a number of long-standing questions in public under-
standing of science, and I anticipate that this work will be considered impor-
tant as the field moves ahead. But there are some conceptual limitations of
their approach that need to be addressed.

For example, it is not only trust in scientists that is at issue, as these
researchers assume. To name only a few important examples, trust in indus-
try, in the regulatory system, and in the critics of science (such as environ-
mentalist and public-interest groups, as well as—at least arguably—the news
media) also matter, perhaps more than trust in scientists themselves. These
examples are addressed in much of the literature these authors cite, although
not in their own analysis.

In addition, “emotional” responses such as trust that might be based (for
example) on experience with the introduction of past technologies should not
be dismissed as erroneous or irrational or counterproductive thinking, espe-
cially in the context of a broader way of thinking about trust. That Lee et al.
seem to interpret their results as suggesting only persons with low levels of
emotional response can benefit from early engagement with technology-
related issues—because only this group is likely to be strongly affected by
the acquisition of knowledge—misses the point of public outreach efforts.
First, this interpretation implicitly assumes the purpose of outreach and
engagement is to create a more protechnology populace (i.e., one not swayed
by “emotions” such as trust but influenced primarily by accurate knowledge,
which will lead to a foregone conclusion). Second, it more explicitly assumes
that emotions are barriers to forming a “correct” (that is, knowledge-based)
reaction to a technology. Much as I admire this study, I must challenge both
of these assumptions.

Public engagement and other outreach activities are not new forms of pro-
paganda or persuasion, or at least they should not be interpreted that way.
Rather, these are two-way communication modalities designed to let policy
makers and other leaders take public reactions into account—not to neutral-
ize the political power of the ordinary or “lay” (nonexpert) public so much as
to multiply it, while conceivably also deflecting the negative impact of its
taking society by surprise (e.g., in the marketplace, as did rejection of some
GM foods, especially in Europe). Engaging the public in considering the
desirability of investing in or adopting particular technologies should not
presume that the proper response is always “yes, of course we want that, how
extremely clever of you to suggest it.”

And is trust even an “emotion” to begin with? Rather, trust might better be
defined as an expectation for the behavior of others. And it is not best treated
as a commodity to be minimized in order to arrive at a predetermined “cor-
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rect” (i.e., supportive) response. If people have negative “emotions” (or low
levels of trust, i.e., negative expectations) regarding scientists, engineers,
government regulators, industrial leaders, or technology itself, this is quite
possibly itself reflective of experiential learning and not always the result of
bad information or poor education. Rational people, recognizing their own
limitations, will not seek to evaluate most scientific evidence directly. Rather,
they must decide whom they most trust to do so.

Society has made, and continues to make, important mistakes about tech-
nology—witness Bhopal, Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, Dalkon Shield con-
traceptive implants, thalidomide, DDT, Agent Orange, the U.S. space shuttle
program, the sinking of the Titanic, the Exxon-Valdez oil spill, and the
Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse, just to point to a few of the most notori-
ously well-known examples. Alongside an always-growing array of smaller
accidents (urban fires, industrial explosions, collapsing buildings, train and
airplane wrecks, and so on) that are hardly even memorable as individual
incidents, these “normal accidents” are accepted as a cost of doing busi-
ness the modern way. In addition, many biotechnologies (GM foods, stem
cell research, cloning) have met largely unanticipated resistance on ethical
grounds. Persons who ignore all this history certainly do so at peril of repeat-
ing past mistakes, in terms not only of actual accidental physical damage but
also of misplaced investment in technology later found unacceptable and of
the potential collateral damage of future public mistrust of science.

Suspicion (that is, lack of trust, at least under some circumstances, for
some people, regarding some technologies) is certainly a reasonable public
response to this history, even though the level of suspicion that is justified in a
given case might be debatable—that is why we need the debates. The phrase
“healthy skepticism” is not an oxymoron. We need to reassure people that the
health and environmental implications of nanotechnology and other new
technologies are being carefully considered, as are the ethical dimensions,
and we also have to actually consider them, not dismiss these concerns as
(“merely”) emotional.

True, some fears may be unfounded, ethical consensus in pluralistic soci-
eties may be difficult (or impossible) to achieve, and preindustrial society
was anything but risk free. But these observations do not change the fact that
the backdrop of modern technological mistakes, missteps, and disasters has
produced negative expectations in perfectly intelligent and rational people,
including the expectation that today’s “knowledge” can be tomorrow’s “mis-
take,” and that regulation may not always prevent catastrophe—or success-
fully resolve contradictory ethical views. In short, Lee et al.’s important work
needs to address the meaning of “emotion,” the origins of “trust,” and the via-
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bility of a firm distinction between these elements and “knowledge” more
thoughtfully. But theirs is an impressive beginning, nevertheless.

This discussion then brings us to the last article in this collection,
Macnaghten et al.’s analysis of the future of social scientific analysis in the
shaping of the nanotechnology agenda. Both Lee et al. and Macnaghten et al.
propose instrumental agendas; that is, both (in very different ways) pro-
pose that communication research and other forms of social science should
influence, not just observe, the process of technological development and
adoption. Lee et al. seem to be proposing that we study the interaction of
“emotion,” knowledge, and attitude formation vis-à-vis technology for the
purpose of better controlling public opinion outcomes, an implicit but still
very clearly visible rationale for their research. But Macnaghten et al. are
proposing that we facilitate such interactions at an earlier, more “upstream”
point in the process of creating new scientific and technological agendas, and
for the purposes of both making science and engineering more responsive to
the public and making it more self-reflective, rather than simply making the
public more accepting of science and technology.

To put this another way, Lee et al. treat technological development as a
“black box” process that creates outcomes to which “the public” must re-
spond, and social scientists as auxiliary engineers who try to gauge and man-
age that response, whereas Macnaghten et al. explicitly reject the “black box”
notion and seek instead to articulate a means by which the development pro-
cess can also become more responsive to the public, that is, the “black box”
opened for public scrutiny. In the former vision (Lee et al.), science and engi-
neering are very much privileged in the decision-making process, and social
science is used as a tool to facilitate this; in the latter vision (Macnaghten
et al.), social science plays more the role of the mediator than either that of the
objective observer or that of the engineer of public consent.

Alas, however, Macnaghten et al. are rather short on specifics of how their
vision might work. They imply they are not, in turn, privileging the views of
“the public” over those of the science and engineering community with
respect to both the potential and the risks of science and technology. Rather,
they seek to invent a new form of public dialogue that will make science and
engineering more self-reflective, as well as more publicly responsible.

Anyone who has read this far realizes I am certainly “taken” with
Macnaghten et al.’s approach, but on the other hand I am not exactly “smit-
ten.” That is to say, I find the vision of a science-and-engineering community
that is more consciously committed to enhancing the public good, something
envisioned in consultation with that public, enormously appealing. But I am
just not certain how this will be brought about by moving public engagement
“upstream.” Instead, I would think public engagement would have to be more
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at the source than merely encamped farther along up the river. However “up-
stream” public engagement might be taken, the analogy rests on the assump-
tion the water is already flowing, that is, it is still a stream flowing out of the
science-and-engineering community, with a “black boxed” source somewhere
yet farther upstream—maintaining the status of technological development
as a fait accompli to which others in “the public” will respond, albeit earlier
on. Nor do I suppose for a minute it should necessarily be the other way
around. But either the “stream” analogy or the thinking behind it is flawed.

Let us pause here and consider what would happen if we actually asked
ordinary nonscientists to what ends science should direct its efforts, rather
than how much they like the science and technology we have to offer them
today (or even, say, that we will have available for them tomorrow). Some
people will want to live forever, free of painful and disabling diseases. Some
will want infinite, cheap, and convenient supplies of high-quality material
goods, or of nutritious food, or of nonpolluting energy that will not disrupt
the global climate. Some people might want to return to an earlier time they
perceive as simpler, or to restore an ecology they perceive as more pristine,
than can be found in today’s world. Some will want a less crowded world, or
one in which benefits are distributed in a more just manner. Some may just
want to overcome the distances that separate them from their work and their
families, releasing them from the prison of near-impossible daily routines.

Wishing will not make it so, of course. But technology has made, and con-
tinues to make, progress in many—even most—of these areas. In confronting
the relationship between nanotechnology and society, let us not forget we are
confronting the relationship between science, technology, and human values
more generally. That science is largely “sold” on a promise that it will address
fundamental human needs and desires entails a profound obligation to con-
template, at least on occasion, just what these needs and desires might be.
Science fiction provides one forum for this, of course. Opportunities for such
contemplation are also provided by news coverage that considers the social
implications of technologies (even when that coverage is controversial to the
point of sensationalism), and by forms of public consultation and public
engagement we have yet to imagine (even when that dialogue has affective,
as well as cognitive, dimensions). Meanwhile, we had best be honest, and
modest, in our claims about which wishes we can actually fulfill.

Note

1. The association of the nanotechnology boom with Richard Feynman’s 1959 comment
that “there’s plenty of room at the bottom”—that is, that the so-called “world of small” might be
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the next research frontier—has become well known, as has the idea that modern science some-
times seems akin to what escaped forever when Pandora opened her mythical box. A less com-
monly remembered element of Pandora’s story, however, is that just one thing was supposed to
have remained at the bottom of her box after all evil had escaped from it, and that was Hope.
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